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Known for his network of conservative websites that draws millions of readers everyday, Andrew

Breitbart has one main goal: to make sure the "liberally biased" major news outlets in this country

cover all aspects of a story fairly. Breitbart is convinced that too many national stories are slanted by

the news media in an unfair way. Breitbart burst on to the national media scene thanks to his

coverage of the ACORN controversy, where a local ACORN community group leader was

videotaped giving business advice to a "gentleman" who ran a prostitution ring. When the major

news media at first tried to bury the story, Breitbart used his extraordinary marketing savvy to make

sure the story got full national attention. More recently, Congressman Anthony Weiner took on

Breitbart, claiming that scurrilous photos of Weiner were being sent on the internet by the

conservative right. In a new chapter in RIGHTEOUS INDIGNATION, Breitbart details how

"Weinergate" was entirely the personal fault of Congressman Weiner this, and how Weiner derailed

his own promising career by trying to implicate Breitbart and conservative journalists.In short,

RIGHTEOUS INDIGNATION, Breitbart talks about the key issues that Americans face, how he has

aligned himself with the Tea Party, and how one needs to deal with the liberal news world head on.

Along the way, he details his early years, working with Matt Drudge, the Huffington Post, and so on,

and how Breitbart developed his unique style of launching key websites to help get the word out to

conservatives all over. A rollicking and controversial read, Breitbart will certainly raise your blood

pressure, one way or another.
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Righteous is three books in one, each self-contained. Together, they weave a narrative that will

remind many readers of their own lives. Even if you don't share all of Andrew's political beliefs, you

will find yourself identifying with at least some of his story and conclusions. The book is part

biography, part history lesson, and part manifesto, and it flows with clarity of purpose from one page

to the next. It subtly draws you into a narrative, strung through the whole book, where he

meticulously makes the case against the media and pop culture, which, he argues, help spread and

normalize the liberal agenda. He also explains how to combat that agenda.â€•The Daily CallerRight

smack in the middle of this volume is where Mr. Breitbart's narrative takes off like a rocket. The

chapter "Breakthrough" is in and of itself well worth the price of "Righteous Indignation."â€•The

Washington Times

Andrew Breitbart is the creator of Breitbart.com, Breitbart.tv, Big Hollywood and Big Government.

His new website, Big Journalism, launched in December 2009. His websites get millions of hits

everyday.

I've known for years about this book, but for some reason I never read it - Probably because I

lumped Breitbart in with the Tea Party, to which he was closely associated. I lean conservative

naturally, but I'm turned off by extremism - which I view the Tea Party as being. I even found the

subtitle a bit egotistical, if I'm being honest.That all changed recently when I was looking for a book

on the liberal media and the methods liberals use to tear everyone who's not with them down. Years

ago I'd read Juan Williams's Muzzled - the Assault on Honest Debate. He framed a good argument

after being victimized by the liberal machine, but there was virtually nothing in the way of execution.

D'Souza never quite met the need - he focused more on Obama's motivations. There were a couple

on my list regarding spin and media bias, but both were expensive. That's when I read the

description for this book.Long story short - this was the book I've been looking for. Part biography,

part history, part story, and part strategy, Righteous Indignation really nails the tactics used by what

Breitbart terms the DMC - Democratic Media Complex. Rooted in Alinskyan Rules for Radicals

strategy, the DMC doesn't attempt to push back on facts, it seeks to immediately attack the veracity

and integrity of whomever is providing information it doesn't like without being concerned about

such pesky things such as truth or integrity itself. Example after example, Breitbart demonstrates

how he learned not only what was happening, but how to fight back. While certainly no angel,

there's no denying that Breitbart knows and describes how to fight back while maintaining



integrity.As always, your political leanings will determine how you feel about Breitbart and the book.

But as someone upon whom Michael Moore's Farenheit 911 had the exact opposite of the intended

effect - I enjoyed this book thoroughly and would recommend it to anyone who doesn't believe

there's bias in the media.

The contents of this book are simply the foundation of modern conservative, republican thought in

the United States.Generation X remembers a time when Ronald Reagan was king, trick or treating

only happened at night, and Milli Vanilli were two talented vocalists. In this flagship book of his the

late Andrew Breitbart takes us on a road trip down memory lane with a postmodern reflection on the

politically charges stories we grew up with in the pop culture charged '90s and '00s.Breitbart at

times outlines a playbook to combat political extremists and shows how to bring thought, reason,

and argument back into unhinged political discourse.The author, Andrew Breitbart, is an American

legend we lost too soon.There is no shortage of humor well planted throughout this book, which

should be no surprise from the man who broke for us the real life political scandal, "Weinergate."

Breitbart was an instrumental man to the coming revolution that did arrive, but sadly he has

missed.The world owes thanks.All journalists that at least first want to fight for truth and justice

should consume 'Righteous Indignation'.'The democrat media complex' are very

#FAKENEWSThank god and Breitbart #NEVERHILLARYNow who killed Andrew ?

Excellent book & very informative. My only regret is wishing Andrew Breitbart were alive today to

weigh in on our political climate.

Great read

I purchased this in order to get a summary of what his work was and how he came to do it. I also

troll Breitbart.com and was looking for a way to pay back the enterprise somewhat by its purchase.I

wasn't disappointed at all. It's easy to see the author as a conservative blowhard without an original

thought but reviewing this tome convinced me that there was more going on. Breitbart took the role

of the right's honesty gauge as well as the left. That was what he was into, breakthrough reporting,

yes, but above all getting the facts and their spin right.I am winging this review but stuff that I think

would make a popular example occurs around page 180 where he, along with Project Veritas

founder James O'Keefe, blows the lid off ACORN. It turns out the left's fund-raising unit was taking



non-profit money and serving as a prostitution ring.Politically Breitbart, who had nice things to say

about the Tea Party and aspects of the Occupy Movements, was an old-timey populist, in my view.

Ultimately his serve-all sized heart did him in about two years ago. His legacy lives on and for that I

am grateful. [I called James O'Keefe, George O' Keefe in the first edit. Doh! So I edit. Sorry, James.]

Andrew Breitbart is pulling back the curtain in so many areas you've just got to admire his courage

and the energy with which he has focused on exposing hypocrisy if not downright blatant criminal

activity. From the Leftist bias of Hollywood to the same in mainstream media with his BIG websites

and now this terrific book, he is changing the face of practices-as-usual and validating those who

don't fit into the Left's more frequent than not narrow and intolerant perspective within whatever

industry is prone to such. Andrew Breitbart is doing what vast armies of people in media should be

doing and he's doing it creatively, intelligently and honestly. This book was well written, entertaining,

and makes the reader aware that there is a great deal more in the undercurrents than we realize.

Very enjoyable book. It is politically biased though, and I understand in our day in age that makes

people decide right away whether or not they like it. The truth is, if you can get over your bias and

just read the book objectively it is actually a very interesting and fun read. Andrew Breitbart

describes his early life and the things that caused him to develop his political ideas and values. I

really enjoyed it and if you're a political junkie then I think you will too. Breitbart is hands down one

of my favorite pundits/talking head figures that have ever existed and this book serves as great

insight into why. Learn about Andrew Breitibart, Read the book! R.I.P. Mr. Breitbart
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